
 

Recently a new hacker came out with a small website called 'Hero Fighter X' which is said to have been hacked all the
characters in it. This post will give you an idea on what this site is and what you can expect from it. The website 'Hero Fighter
X' is a free online fighting game that was created by the hacker 'Dark.' Dark created this website because he could not create his
own fighting game, due to school, and wanted to give other people who want to create their own games freedom. He wanted to
release the code so others can play his games in it. The website was only released in December of 2010. There are 3 types of
characters in Hero Fighter X - Normal Characters, Bosses, and Special Characters. Each character has their own special move(s)
that can be charged up. Some characters have unique variations of their special moves that have different affects when using it
in certain situations. Characters also receive different colors when they are in the game, which can be used in battle. Hero
Fighter X has 2 game modes- PVP(Player VS. Player) and Co-Op. In PVP, you must participate in tournaments to continue
playing the game. The winner of the tournament will get 1 or more Golden Stars for their character if they win it or 2 if they
lose it(there is also a 3rd place). Golden stars are added to your characters skills making them stronger, and can be used to
unlock new stages/modes in the game. Co-Op is where you play with 1 other person who has their own character that is saved on
another computer or their phone(cell phone). You must have the save file of the other person with them to play. You may join a
tournament, or fight other players in co-op. The winner of each round will get Golden Star points for their character. There are
6 different modes, 6 different stages, news/updates posting on the website. The site is under construction for now by Dark, but
will eventually be released online, which means it would be playable on Kongrepublicka(Kongrepublicka is a free-to-download
browser game). Hero Fighter X was only released because it was used to be used in making Kongrepublicka easier to program
and fix by Dark himself. With that being said, Hero Fighter X can still be played in Kongrepublicka. There are many different
characters in Hero Fighter X, but here are some of the better ones. Some of the unused/unused/underused characters are not
included in this chart because it will take too long to list them all. Hero Fighter X has 8 stages. To unlock an additional stage you
must beat a previous stage hard enough to move onto the next one. All stages have different characters, so there is always
someone different in each stage no matter what time of day it is when playing. Most stages have 4 variations that slow down
how fast the character goes when you press Space when they are on that stage.
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